
Chapter 6 

GA Based Approach 

6.1 Problem mapped in GA Domain 

6.1.1 Objective Function 

Objective function is defined in order to minimize the fuel consumption. 

Objective function J(x), 

J( x ) = ]T FQj 
i=1 

(6.1 ) 

Where FC,, is fuel consumption at ith second of jth time slot and n is the number of 

seconds of the time slot 

Fitness of the individuals is found to Minimize J(x). 

6.1.2 Chromosome 

In this problem, the variable is EM power in kW. 

Following figure describes the time slot. 
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Figure 6.1: n second Time Slot 

Where F Q is the fuel consumption of ith second; V, is the velocity of ith second and X, 

is the EM power of ith second. 
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When variables mapped in chromosome, length of a variable is selected as 5 bit binary 

number. 

Therefore the word length = 5n 
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Figure 6.2 : Chromosome 

6.2 GA Parameters 

No of individuals per generation = 20 

No of Generations = 5 0 

• No of variables = No of predictions + 1 

Length of one variable = 5 bits 

Selection method = Roulette Wheel 

Limits of selection of chromosomes are based on the ICE operating regions explained 

in section 4.3.1. 

Let, Td = Torque Demand at ith second, 

Td in Region 1, 

Lower limit of X, = 0 

Upper limit of Xi = 6 

Td in Region 2, 

Lower limit of Xj = - 1 0 

Upper limit of X| = 2 0 

Td in Region 3, 

Lower limit of Xj = 0 

Upper limit of Xi = 20 
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When Td = 0, 

Lower limit of Xj = 0 

Upper limit of X, = 0 

When Td < 0. 

Lower limit of Xj = -15 

Upper limit of Xj = 0 

6.3 Optimization Process 

Let consider n second time slot. GA will do the optimization for this time slot based 

on the fitness function defined in the section 5.2.1. From this process EM power 

contribution values ('EMj) can be obtained for each second in the time slot. 

Operating 
Instant 

(n-1) Predicted Seconds 
(seconds ahead of the operating instant) 

'em, 'EM, EM; EMn 

Figure 6.3 : Optimized EM Power contribution for n second Time Slot 

Then for the operating instant, power contribution of the EM is 'EMj. 

Let, 1 Pd = Power demand for the operating instant 

Therefore, ICE power contribution = 'P j - 'EMi 

Then next second becomes the operating instant. One more velocity prediction is 

added to the end by the sensor system. Again there is an n second time slot is formed. 

As explained earlier, do the optimization process again. This process is illustrated by 

the Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.4 : Optimization Process 

From the optimization for the 2nd second, EM power contribution for the operating 

instant is2EMi. 
2 

Let, "Pd = Power demand for the operating instant 

Therefore, ICE power contribution = 2Pd - 2EMi 

Similar process is employed for the third second and so on. 

From the optimization for the 3 rd second, EM power contribution for the operating 

instant is 3EMi. 
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Let, ' Pd = Power demand for the operating instant 

Therefore, ICE power contribution = 3Pd - 3EM, 

From the optimization for the ith second, EM power contribution for the operating 

instant is 'EMi. 

Let, 'Pd = Power demand for the operating instant 

Therefore, ICE power contribution = 'Pd - 'EMi 
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